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By  Rick Colombo, President,
 Deception Pass Park Foundation;
 and Susannah Hartt

After 40 years with Washington State
Parks, the last fourteen here at Deception
Pass, Jack is hanging up his ranger hat.
That calls for a celebration, and you are
invited!

The Open House starts at 1 p.m. with a
salmon buffet served at 2 p.m.

Jack and his wife Susannah are looking
forward to seeing each of you, and
thanking you for being a part of Jack’s
career and life in Washington State Parks
these past 40 years.

Hoping you can come and help us
celebrate.

Saturday, 1 – 4 p.m., October 28,
Fidalgo Bay RV Convention Center,

Anacortes

Goodbye to Jack

The monthly e-newsletter helping keep
the friends and neighbors of Deception Pass State Park in touch

www.deceptionpassfoundation.org

Deception Pass State Park

October 2017

A very special thank you to the Samish Indian Nation for providing the facilities, and the salmon
and fry bread for all.

The Convention Center sits at the back of the Fidalgo Bay RV resort, on the shores of Fidalgo Bay,
near the Tommy Thompson Trail trestle.

Address: 4701 Fidalgo Bay Rd, Anacortes, WA 98221

Directions:  from I-5, take exit 230 and go west on Highway 20 towards Anacortes. At the junction
where Highway 20 splits to go south to Deception Pass or west to Anacortes, head toward Anacortes
but in just a quarter mile take the Fidalgo Bay road exit on your right. Follow this road about a mile to
the resort, on your right.
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Washington State Parks officials and local
residents interviewed a half-dozen candidates
for the park manager position at Deception
Pass in mid-September, and then interviewed
the top two candidates at the end of
September.

They are now doing further background
and reference work to make sure they choose
the most qualified candidate available.

We are waiting to see who may be
selected. I was deliberately not a part of the
process, but I am as curious as can be.

I expect the choice to be made this coming
week. My last actual work day is October 26,
so there might be some overlap with the new
manager so I can download some of what I
know and connect with some of the people
like you who make this place work.

Pass Lake Toxic Again?

It’s back.
Anatoxin-a, that scourge of Pass Lake, has

returned to the lake with a vengeance, rising to a
level rarely seen. We have posted the lake at the
Warning level to let any lake users know that
there is a concern about the quality of the lake
for those who may ingest it somehow.

Our volunteer lake testers have faithfully
tested this lake and Cranberry for over a year
now, giving us a full four seasons of data about
the physical and chemical make up of the lake.

 Analyzing this information may eventually
help us find answers about the whys of what is
happening:

Why Anatoxin-a at Pass and mostly
Microcystins at Cranberry? Why in the summer
for Cranberry, or not at all? Why in the fall for
Pass? Why some years and not others? Why
these lakes and not others?

More to learn.

Stage Getting Close

Can you picture next year’s Arts in the
Parks musical group standing on the new
stage, sharing music with this as the
backdrop?

Park staff have taken the plans and used
the funding provided by so many of our park
friends and neighbors and created this lovely
work of art as a stage for all future
presentations and performances at the
amphitheater.

Thank you to so many who have made this
happen, from each donor, whose name will be
honored on the Giving Wall, to the
construction and maintenance staff who
labored with love to set it up, and to the
Foundation for having the vision so many
years ago that this could happen.

We hope to have the stage done in the
next week, along with the landscaping.
Mailliard’s Landing Nursery contributed the
soil for the plantings around the stage, and
park staff gathered native materials to grow
along the walkways.

Now we just need to have a celebration in
honor of its completion, and the Giving Wall
in place to honor all of our generous donors.
Thank you all!

New Manager

http://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/mystery-missing-ferns
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Exciting Opportunities!
The Deception Pass Park Foundation is looking

for two motivated and passionate individuals to fill
vacancies on our Board of Directors.

We are looking for individuals who care for this
park and have a specific interest in helping organize
events or assist with budgeting and finance. The
board meets every other month, but benefits from a
few other hours each month to further the
Foundation’s goal of resource protection through
education.

“Each year, the Deception Pass Park
Foundation works with Deception Pass State Park to
identify places and projects where DPPF’s effective
mix of private philanthropy, volunteerism, and
strong partnerships will most benefit the park’s
critical needs.”

If this catches your interest, or you know
someone who would be a great fit, please contact
Richard Colombo, Foundation President, at
deceptionpassfoundation@gmail.com

Roofing and Sheds
The park has many buildings, but little space to get

vehicles and equipment out of the rain. Our
maintenance team added a shed roof to the back side
of our supply shed building in the maintenance shop
area, giving some dry space to store mowers and other
medium sized equipment during the wet winter
months.

State Capital Budget Held
Hostage
By Don Hoch,
Director, Washington State Parks and Recreation
Commission

We lost ten of our colleagues to layoffs on
Saturday, as a result of the Legislature not passing a
capital budget. The lack of capital budget affected
26 positions total, and by carefully managing
vacancies and attrition, resulted in 15 people
receiving layoff notices and six project positions
being eliminated, two of which were permanently
filled. Five of our colleagues were able to take
available positions here at Parks.

 The state Senate tied passage of the budget to a
separate and complicated water rights issue that has
not yet been settled.

The layoffs that occurred on Saturday are a real
loss to State Parks and the public we serve. For us,
this is a loss of valued, skilled employees in a range
of trades and professions, with significant
institutional knowledge and valuable experience
that contributed to our capacity and our success.

 We were able to keep all our capital-funded staff
working through the summer by shifting some to
operations maintenance work and paying them from
the operating budget while we waited for a capital
budget. Unfortunately, we could not afford to keep
paying Capital staff out of Operating beyond
September 30.

 I want you to know that staff and members of
the Commission have been communicating
constantly with the Office of Financial Management
and legislative staff about the impact of this
situation on State Parks.  Additionally, the
Commission sent a letter of concern to the
Legislature about the capital budget impacts on our
agency and our staff.

 We hope that this situation is resolved as soon
as possible.

mailto:deceptionpassfoundation@gmail.com
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Fog-Induced Yellow Traffic
Light

“Winter is coming.” That is the motto and
subtheme in an exceedingly popular TV show.
Whether you are a frequent viewer or not, it’s quite
easy for these words to fall to your thoughts and
lips as this season begins to greet us. It’s an even
more prevalent motto in the mind of a native
Floridian turned recent transplant like myself. I
have started to ask fellow Rangers how to prepare
my car in the mornings, plan social gatherings for
the months ahead, and even brought my rain pants
out of the far reaches of my closet. Winter provides
dreary and gray gloom, this we know. But what it
represents is something old and familiar to our
circadian rhythm, our internal clocks.

Like a flashing yellow streetlight engulfed with
fog, winter is that reminder of reduced speeds
ahead.

Every life and workspace will vary, but for
myself at the Park, winter season has a slower beat.
Less field trips to plan for students and teachers
who are anxious to greet the outdoors, weekly
programming is on pause, and although there is less
light in the day, there seem to be more hours to get
tasks done.  And that, my readers, is what I refer to
as that slower internal clock. No matter your
lifestyle or work environment, look for it this
winter. Call it optimism or innocence, but I
challenge you to look for the moments of “reduced
speed ahead” in this winter. Whether its forcing
yourself to walk the block after dinner in a drizzle,
writing a letter (not a text or email) to an old friend,
or taking a 30 second break to glance out your work
window. Winter is for the slow methodical beats
that calm your heart rate down in order to
appreciate and evaluate your surroundings in life.

Before this gets too sentimental for some, I want
to bring in a scientific concept to further prove my
point. I was reviewing the Interpretive signs that
need renovation at the Sand Dunes Interpretive
Trail at West Beach, one of a few winter projects
planned. The sign pictured has a word that I
enjoyed throughout my ecology lab in college,
“eutrophication”. To prevent an additional tab
brought up on your computer, it relates to the
excessive amount of nutrients that pour into a body
of water. These exorbitant levels of nutrients
stimulate aquatic plant growth into overtime, which
only causes the depletion of oxygen levels for the

animals, resulting in their death. The nutrients we
look at pouring into our own body, such as
stressors, deadlines, and tasks can deteriorate our
oxygen levels as well. In fact, our heart, brain, and
even muscles are a few aspects of our daily life that
rely on the healthy sustenance of oxygen levels. A
frequent assessment of the level of nutrients placed
on you is a great thing to do, and winter can help
provide the time to make that a priority.

 There are so many moments throughout the
year that require fast paced progress to lead to the
dwindling of a proper intake of oxygen. Winter here
may be drenched in gloom, discouragement of
motivation, and dull colors. But keep your eyes on
the flashing yellow light in the distant fog to remind
yourself to take it slower. Summer will be coming,
with busier schedules, kids to entertain, or outdoor
activities chanting your name. Take stock in deep,
oxygenated breaths and see the small joy that
sometimes hides from you in winter. Slow paces
keep you mindful, a slower mind keeps you grateful.
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Big Trees Do Fall

Our incredible volunteer team of Gene
Earnest, Pete Pehl, and Doug Shepherd went onto
the East Hoypus Trail last week to remove what
was described as a “tree across the trail”.

Imagine their surprise when they encountered
this behemoth, big enough to knock down a three
foot thick cedar and two other trees before it
landed across the trail but also above the trail, as
you can see.

The trail is now open again. You will have to ask
this team of very experienced sawyers how they did
it.

After cutting the trees away, they worked on a
different section of the trail that used to be muddy
all the time.

They created a natural drainage, then put down
earth fabric and covered the re-built section with
compacted gravel.

My hat is off to them for all their hard work and
for the improvements that we can all enjoy.

Photos by Pete Pehl and Doug Shepherd.
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Kiket Up the Road

If you have been there recently, you have probably
seen the simple work projects taking place to make the
Kukutali Preserve more welcoming and user-friendly
for visitors. Signs direct you to the different trails;
kiosks share a map and the basic purposes of the
Preserve; new concrete vault toilets have taken the
place of sanicans; and a small picnic shelter offers a
gathering place near the west end.

Future additions will be seven beautiful interpretive
signs at important junctures around the Preserve, and a
couple picnic tables and benches will offer a place to
seat and relax during your explorations. These will be
installed when they arrive, some time in the next few
weeks or next month.

If you haven’t been out there, GO! It’s just a mile
hike each way, a mile out into a world of beauty and
peace.
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Fidalgo Shoreline Academy
Saturday, Oct. 21, 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., NWESD
building, 1601 R. Ave., Anacortes

Friends of Skagit Beaches offers "a day of
learning for everyone," including a keynote
presentation by Dr. Phoebe Barnard. $30 for the
day. For more information contact Fidalgo Shoreline
Academy.

Northwest Climate Conference
October 10-11, Tacoma

The Northwest Climate Conference annually
brings together more than 300 researchers and
practitioners from around the region to discuss
scientific results, challenges, and solutions related
to the impacts of climate on people, natural
resources, and infrastructure in the Pacific
Northwest.

Topics are wide-ranging including the latest in
climate projections, communicating climate change,
agricultural impacts and adaptation, ecosystem
impacts and adaptation, human health,
infrastructure, etc.

Tales from Wild Alaska
Friday, October 13, 7:00-8:30 p.m., Anacortes Senior
Center

Nick Jans presents a free slideshow and reading
from his book about life in northwest arctic Alaska.

Wild and Scenic Film Festival
Friday, October 20, 6:30 p.m. reception, 7:30 films,
Lincoln Theater in Mt. Vernon

Our friends at the Skagit Fisheries Enhancement
Group, along with the Samish Indian Nation and
Skagit Watershed Council, are sponsoring an
evening of nine short films at the Lincoln as "a
celebration of our environment."

IC Trails plan
Island County is developing an update to our

Non-Motorized Trails Plan that prioritizes future
projects for outdoor recreation and active transpor-
tation.

To make this update successful, we need input
from runners, cyclists, paddlers, walkers, equestri-
ans, fishing enthusiasts, sand castle builders, and
anyone else who explores Island County with their
hands and feet.

This open house focuses on refining and priori-
tizing potential projects. Help us shape the future of
our roads, trails, and shoreline.

Locations:
Coupeville Library  October 27
Freeland Library October 30
Oak Harbor Library November 1
Time:  5:30 – 7:30 pm

Open House materials will be available on online at
the Project Website:
http://tinyurl.com/trailplanupdate
Feel free to call or email the project manager, Brian
Wood, at any time:
(360) 678-7959 / b.wood@co.island.wa.us

Savvy Seals and Sea Lions of the
Northern Hemisphere

Saturday November 18, 1:00-2:30pm. Visit the
Padilla Bay website to register

When you encounter a marine mammal in or out
of the water, do you know who you’re seeing? Join
us to learn the differences between the three
Pinniped families and their species. We will explore
their ranges, preferred habitats, food, bio-ecology
and fascinating behaviors in the northern oceans.

David Drummond is a Wildlife biologist-Naturalist
who has spent many years onboard coastal and
deep water vessels from the Arctic to Antarctic and
in between.

Introduction to Wild Mushrooms and Mushroom
Hunting
October 28, 2:00-3:30pm. Visit the Padilla Bay
website to register

Upcoming Community Events

mailto:b.wood@co.island.wa.us
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This monthly update is sent to folks who
have expressed an interest in keeping in
touch with what is happening or in the
planning stages at Deception Pass State
Park.

We are grateful to have you welcome
us into your inbox.

If you are not interested in receiving
these monthly updates, please reply to this
message and let me know. We have no
intention of sending emails that you do not
wish to receive.

If you wish to communicate at anytime
with me or other park staff, please email,
call, or visit us. This park is your park.

Park Manager
Deception Pass State Park
41020 State Route 20
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
360-675-3767 ext. 26
jack.hartt@parks.wa.gov ♥

Deception Pass
State Park Staff:

Jim Aggergaard, Ranger
Nathan Anderson, Ranger
Rick Blank, Asst. Manager
Darlene Clark, Sr. Park Aide
Rick Colombo, Park Ranger 1
Doug DeYoung, Maintenance
Jackie French, Naturalist
Todd Harris, Maintenance
                       Park Manager
Adrienne Hawley, Park Ranger 1
Jeri Lancaster, Office Assistant
Mark Lunz, Maintenance Chief
Truly McCone, Ranger
Montana Napier, Naturalist
Bill Ruh, Senior Park Aide
Ben Shook, Ranger
Bryce Watkinson, Ranger
Marv Wold, Maintenance Lead

Board members:

Rick Colombo

Matt Klope

Steve Young

Terica Taylor

Jill Johnson

Dave Myers

Dan Maul

Cindy Elliser

I came here in the dark days of November,
fourteen years ago. I was intimidated, after
hearing some of the stories that have taken place
here. On my first busy day on West Beach, Easter
2004, a sunny and warm day as I recall, I went out
looking for drinking parties, crazy people, drive by
shootings, crime and mayhem, because that was
the reputation of this place at one time. I was
apprehensive, wondering what I had gotten into,
and why would I have taken this job on willingly?

 But what did I find? I found people walking
the beach, dozens of families at various tables
having a picnic, some sitting on the logs looking at
the Strait, some at the lakeshore, some hiking the
trails, some just sitting there soaking in the spring
sunshine. Two thousand people and everyone is
happy and content.

I realized then this was going to be a love affair
between me, the park, and the people here.

That’s when I said a quick thank you to my
predecessor Bill Overby who managed and
cleaned up the whole park over the previous two
decades leaving me with families and nature
lovers to take care of. Sweet deal for me! Thank
you, Bill.

There were challenges. There was my first call
out at night. Some rangers get “free” houses,
except having to pay for the utility costs and a
small fine-print detail, a requirement to handle

problems in the off hours. My house was just a gift of
heaven, thank you very much Heilman family. On
the shore of Pass Lake, acres of meadows and

So There I Was…
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fruit trees and playfields became our family
adventure land for baseball and arrows and
football and basketball and golf and drones and
bonfires, and a square mile of forest surrounding
all this, and all I paid was utilities? Oh, yeah, and
call outs in the off hours. A sweet voice from the
state patrol called me at 2 a.m. to say good
morning, just calling to say we have an altercation
at site 54, a man hitting a woman. Shall I put down
that you are on your way? Well first I have to ask
myself who I am and what am I doing on the
phone at this hour talking with a woman who isn’t
my wife? Then I realize this is real and I have to
get dressed and drive like crazy to the
campground where there isn’t a soul up except
this beep who is too drunk to stand but somehow
managed to hit his wife and ruin the night for me
and him and his kids and a couple dozen camper
neighbors to say nothing of his wife. Later it was a
car in a lake or off a boat ramp in the middle of
the night, or a man yelling at other drivers on the
bridge who is wanted for assaults on officers, or a
missing person with only a car in the parking lot
to go by or a found person who fell down a cliff at
9 at night while relieving himself by standing on
the top of the railing north of the bridge.

I’m never sure what kind of reaction I’ll get
when people ask me what my job is. I say the park
manager of Deception Pass. Some people get all
googly eyed and go oh what a wonderful thing you
do making those trees grow and keeping the
bridge open and fixing all those buildings and
raising all those wildflowers. And other people go
“so why don’t you have a real job? What are you

gonna do when you grow up?” They don’t say that
but you can see it in their response of “oh that’s
interesting. So you what, take some money from a
couple dozen campers and sit in your office
adding it all up? You walk around on trails all day
counting squirrels or looking for a loose rock or a
kid drinking beer or something? While I work hard
at a real job to pay your salary and then never see
you when I come camping at your park because
you must be out hiking or hiding somewhere?”

You know, what did I do as the park manager?
Not much, really. I loved seeing the
announcement for my job on Facebook last
month, and people responding, Hey Brad, you
should do that, you love hiking, and Brad replying
yeah, sounds like a great job, I like being out in the
woods. I can see the job interview: “so Brad, what
are your qualifications for managing this iconic
state park in Washington, a budget of two million
plus, a staff of 30 professionals, a visitation of
nearly 3 million to one of the larger parks and
most accessible major park in the area that sleeps
nearly 2000 people a night and needs round the
clock legally sound law enforcement and the
maintenance of over 100 historical buildings and
the management of liabilities that make your head
spin to say nothing of the customer service
requirements on a minute by minute basis and
capital projects and neighborly concerns and
demands?” And Brad says “I like to go hiking.”

That’s the answer I might give too. Wouldn’t it
be cool if that’s what I got to do for fourteen
years, go hiking around? Well, I did do some of
that, actually, usually with a volunteer group to
improve a trail or on my own to find an injured
visitor or remove a noxious weed or downed tree.
Hey (insert new manager’s name here) do you like
to go hiking?

You know, really, what did I do? I get credit for
an awful lot of things, like restoring all the CCC
shelters and keeping the lawns mowed and the
heat going and the roads paved and the
customers happy. I don’t do any of that, of course.
We have some of the greatest maintenance
people at this park in Mark, Marvin, Doug and
Todd, some of the best in the entire state who can
and have fixed just about every water line, every
sewer pump, every roof on every building, every
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toilet, every mower engine, anything that can go
wrong, they have fixed and made far better. They
are the ones who restored the shelters and built
the stage and kept the park running. And we have
the best people in the booth, led by Darlene Clark,
who smile at thousands of people every day who
ask the same question: do you have any sites
available? (no) do you offer a senior discount? (no)
Is my national park pass good here? (no) Is there
still a fire ban even though it hasn’t rained in three
months? (yes) Seriously, these folks in the booth
handle a couple million dollars each year, smile at
a couple million people each year, experience cars
backed up onto the highway to get into the park
and people standing in line to pay for something
or once in awhile yell at the staff because there
aren’t enough campsites or the jets are too loud
or the rain is too cold or their neighbors smell or
whatever and the staff keep smiling and come
back the next day and serve another few thousand
people. These are great people, believe me. I
would not be able to do that for more than ten
minutes. These staff people are saints and
professionals.

And we have unsung heroes like Bill Ruh who
keeps people smiling and answers questions and
cleans the bathrooms and stays late to make sure
everyone has what they need all year long, always
smiling, always cheerful, even though he may have
had a tough day but you never know it just
looking at him.

And Rick Colombo who has more energy than
the energizer bunny, who has a finger on the
pulse of just about every thing going on in the

park, who has creative ideas to make a process
better or who sees the little things that need to be
done.

And rangers who will be cleaning a toilet then
arresting a drunk then rescuing a kayaker then
fixing a fence then talking with Boy Scouts then
collecting a dollar or two at the booth then
solving a camper staying too long at a campsite
then cleaning four cabins then spraying a bees
nest then asking campers to turn their music
down at ten o’clock then coming back at 6 the
next morning. And someone will write a complaint
that says I never saw a ranger when I was there.
The rangers here are working above and beyond
what any other park asks of its rangers. Just last
month Ben and Nathan handled three suicidals in
the same night. These two guys along with Truly,
Jim, Rick, and Bryce are the best in the business,
different from each other but unified to make this
the best run park in the state.

And so what have I done for fourteen years? I
still haven’t answered that question. Not much,
really. I have just smiled at all the love and
attention this place gets. My only job was to first
do no harm, and to allow visitors to create special
memories, and to facilitate having anyone who
wants to help make these things happen to join
me in any way they wish.

And in those fourteen years, I have bonded at
times with most of the staff in some pretty special
moments, like Jim and I in the boat on a kayak
rescue, Ben and I on a fire on Hope Island or
opening up a road buried in trees, former ranger
Jason and I at 2 a.m. on the boat in a snow storm,
Mark and I going round and round on how best to
build a special new building feature, and him
always being right, Marv and I talking about an
issue that he knows he is right on and just waits
for me to see it when he gives an illustration that
makes it come to life, and many thousands of
moments when all of us together are able to make
the park just a little bit better as we work together
as a team. And many staff have come or gone in
those fourteen years, some of whom I consider
like brothers and sisters, people like Adam Lorio,
Heather Leahy-Mack, John Whittet, Sam Wotipka,
and Montana Napier.
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And over my 40 years in the agency I have so
many memories and treasures in my heart. My
wife who has somehow endured the life of a park
ranger’s spouse for 42 years now; my children who
all grew up entirely in parks, and who make me so
proud, each and every one of them, and who have
stories about parks that would rock your sense of
normal family life.

And I am honored to have worked with some of
the best rangers and directors in this agency’s long
and glorious past, from Directors Charles
Odegaard and Cleve Pinnix and Rex Derr and Don
Hoch, to rangers Bob McCoy and Dwight Keegan,
then Ralph Jones and Terry Carlson and Don
Powell and Brian Carter and Jim Farmer and Pete
Wood, Denis Felton, Scott Griffith, Terry Doran,
Ted Smith, Allison Alderman, and Eric Watilo.

And to the many people of this
community, these communities on
both sides of the bridges, your
kindnesses to me and to the park are
beyond words. We have embraced a
common love of the park and of each
other. I have bonded with so many of
you here in big things and little,
projects that may take years to get
permitted but when they are finished
bring smiles and a few tears of joy and
meaning; friendships with some of you
that are for a lifetime; experiences and
times together helping make this park

better, helping create a better place for visitors,
for our grandkids, for our future, for our planet,
for this moment we share together because of our
common love of Deception Pass and now of each
other as well.

People like Doug Shepherd and Gene Earnest,
the Melchers, Sammye Kempbell, Rosie Cayou and
other folks with the Samish tribe, and so many
with the Swinomish tribe as well; Rick Machin, the
Ginthers and Schorrs and past and present
Foundation members including Harold and Carol
Harrington, Barb Shaw and Estelle Johnson, Liz
Merriman, Jill Johnson, Matt Klope, Barry Wenaas,
Dan Maul, okay, where do I stop once I start
naming so many great people? Jim O’Conner and
Mike Noyes and Jimmy Johnson and Lisa Kaufman
and Jay Lind and Eric Shen and Brian Adams and
Gayle Glass… I could go on and on, and in my
prayers of thanksgiving I will go on for all of you.

I want to hug you all and never let go.

It is that love that I will miss the most. Love
grows day by day working through challenges
together. We have grown together and we have
made a difference. You will always be in my heart
and hopefully in a part of my life in the future
years still to come. It is you who I applaud.

I have lived the life of a ranger. I have fought
the fight, I have finished the course, I have kept
the park. I give it to you, to all those who love this
land, whose memories are preserved here, and to
our future generations still to come.

Jack Hartt

Director Charles Odegaard and a young
buckaroo at Ginkgo State Park, 1983.


